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0
._ Two studies were conducted to assess the listening

ability of 17- year -old students with particular interest in__the
'relationship among listening ability, verbal ability, and .
racial/ethnic bias is the test items. The first study, a Nationalg.

Assessment of Educational Progress and Speech Communication
Association pilot project, indicated that there was potential item
ties based on minority ethnic group response. _However, no real dtta
on the students* verbal ability was available to substantiate
possible explanations. In the second study, two packisges of listening -

items, each approximately__8_5__ainutes__in_length_were.-developedian-d- -a
25-item--votatidirf-tiiiwas administered to estimate verbal ability.
Recording of the listening items was lade by individuals using
network English. The results indicated that there was a positive
correlation tetween listening ability- and verbal ability, suggesting .

that the differing responses of minority and nonsinority students in
the first 'study-could be attribilted to differing levels of verbal
ability, rather than item bias. (11101)
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Introduction

.

---06e-ofthe-important-upects-of -comnication coenetence it listening
,

ability. This is a coin* set ofekilli which require both careful re-

colt and Critical analysis of spoken messages. In a society which fs

barragid-With-001ItalTrpeeches comertials,JePtures:iingt_Caimiands ,_ it

semasocritical that listening ability be an important-focus ofCommunica..

tion research, instruCiiod and assessment. The presentpaperdiscusses

.attenpsioesseis thelistenintabiliiy ofstventeen-year-olds:'. It efes-

cribes thortiNdies which develo4d and field tisteimeisures in this area

and some of theproblems and conclusions which were reached concerning

the assessment of listening ability. Of particular interest, was tk rela-

tionships among listening ability. verbal ability and racial/ethnic bias in,

test items.

Sneaking and Listening Assessmita_Ellot Proms

- In June of 1976 the National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP)

and the Speech pmmunication_Associatign (SCA) initiated a pilot study to

test the feasibility of assessing speaking and listening skills (Mead,

1977a, 1977b). The products of this effort were intended for use In'the
1 a

National Assessment of Educational Progress, a national Survey of student

achievement with respect to important educational objectives, funded by the

National Canter for Education Statistics.

There are some important differences between National Assessment and

standardized' achievement testing_nrograms,__TheLltams developed by MAO

measure specific objectives which are,considered impOrtant,by educators
a

and content specialists. They do not constitute a test per se. The items
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are used to describe the accomplishments of nationally representative

'groups of -students. -Theyire not used to differentiate levels of ability

among individual stidents. . Nevertheless, the task of developing listen--

ing assessment items was similar to standardized jest development in that_development

it iwolv_ed *attiring. the_domain- of -and constructing

it whick measured that domain.

As a part of this study, a pool" of fiftysix listening items was
a

developed. The items. were- packagedsinto four test booklets, each more-

eenliiniePProninetelY fifteen minutes of testing. The items were field

tested in foUr sites which represented a variety of regions of the country,
v

size and type of cities,_ and racial and ethnic populations. An average of.
140 stidents responded to each set of items.

The items were analyzed _using typical Ito analysistatisties. Item

difficulty was indicated by--the -percent of students-400 each option.

Item discrimination was indicated by the 'point biserial correlation between

-individuals choosing an option and their.toial test scores. Inaddition.

the responses to each option were correlated with an external

which:reflected the classification of the students as minority or non-
.

tihis added information allowed reviewers to identify its* which

receiiedfisignificantly different responses by minority and nomainority stu-

dents.

It is important to emphasize the purpose of adding the-external cri-

terion which reflected the racial/ethnic, background of students _to the _.

information bas e. The aim of this_strategy_was-notto-ellfainate-a1-1items

which differentiated between minority and cormminority students. It Is

possible that there are real differences between these two groups with

1

-2-
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respect to listening ability. TheinfOrmation was used to identify items

-----:which-eight'be discriminating between minority and nonmtnority students for

- reasons other thpn listening skill. For example, anitemimighereceive

different responses because of the Varying backgrounds, experiences, values

r- l minority and nonuinority students. W considered

;these factors to be extraneous to listening ability..

The results of field testing indicated no problems with. respect to

selecting items with appropriate, difficulty level and discrimination power.

Guidelines had been established for selecting items withinctfie difficulty

range of 'forty percent to eighty percent correct responses with an average
4

of sixty percent (Stanley and Hopkins, 1972) and with a diicrimination

level ,of at least .30 (Harris, 1968). Because the purpose of National

AsSisieent Is not to builds test but to select items which measure spe-
'.-

,...tificobjectives,-,these-guidelines--were-merely-suggestive--and-not-cructal

PraC,ticallyell of the itens in the pool met the discrimination requirtz.

.mot and only about imenty percent of the items fell outside the proposed.

difficulty 'mine.

The surprising result from,tryouts was that the listening items, un-

like the items for the other areas of communication competence which were

field testekat.the same time, showed a high number-of significant point

biseriel correlations between responses and minority/nonminority status.

Approximately one-half of the listening items demonstrated this character-
,

istic. It must be emphasized that a.significant correlation between

responses -and-minority/nonminority status (a relationship-significantly°

different from zero) was not considered tantamount to item bias. There
,

were a couple of reasons for reviewing the data cautiously.' First, the

- 666- - . -3-
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--tryout-sites-included-two-all-erinor:Ity-schools. -This--made- it-possible -that%

. .

the distributions Might include a concentiailbn of minorjtystimlents within

a single option because of.sone unusual responses by the students in these

s.folon-y',- -,mat Am& OftoS4,41StiOns were reviewed, One for
itch 'foil of each it *int these,' thire ;are bound to be .sops signiff-

.
cent relationships due to chance (One out of twenty) .

iiiniffeSnt CosTelation was considered a signal for fiother review.

In sell cases; the critique indicated possible sources of item bias, such

as a talpiCally white speech pattirit in a listening stimuli which presented ,

S persystive conversation between two friends,.and" the it was dropped.

tn.other awes, however, the review could not detect any problems and the

item was retained. As indicated earlier, a significant correlation -wee not

L__considerad_to_be_synonyeaus..wilis item_bias. _ However, the frequency Of this.

characteifstic and the marked difference bemoan this set of it and the

other sets of items (informing speaking,.controlling speaking, ritualizing.

and sharing feelings) suggested a special problem.
.

A panel of speech communication'expirts reviewed the listening items

and selected approximately one-ha If far use In the assessment. About one-

third of the selected its reflected significaistly different responlei by

minority:and nonwinorisif students. The consultants identified very few

specific aspects the listening items which they felt wereindicative of

item bias, such as the type "of situation presented;the speech style used,

or the values*.implied. Homer, they speculated a number of general char-

acteristics, of the items which !sight have tapped factors which were extra-

moue to measuring listening 'ability. These problems included:

O



1 the vocabUlaryllevel of the listeningstimuli;
2 -the-tength-ofthe-formal-speecheti.
3 %the interest level of the listeningstimuli;
4 the accent and rate of speech of the speakers onthe stimulus
S trots; and
Sr the level of disruption in the classrooms.

tkit students_ night hail

vocabulary knoiiledge;e lower tolerance for low, boring materials; and

less experience listening to the accents and rate of white speakers.

FOrthirmore, minority students might tend to be concentrated in schools

Where there were more disruptions in the classrooms and nearby environment.

An additional factor which might explain the results is varying levels

of verbal ability of the minority and nenlinority students in the tryout

.groups. If listening ability overlaps with verbal ability, as previous re-

search islicates, it is possible that the results might be partially ex-

ned -in -terms of differentdifferent-levels-of--verbal- ability. The- field -testi ng

did not collect information about the verbal ability of tie students. -It

is possible that the minority students selected for tryouts reflected an

overall lower level of verbal ability -than. the nembminoritt students.

The outcome of the tryout phase of the pilot listening assessment was

the identification of a problem; potential item bias, and no real data to

substantiate or further elaborate the situation. A numbersof explanations

orthe results were proposed. However, these explanations were based on

speculation and not on empirical evidence. The problem of minority bias

had'not been clearly articulated in past listening assessment effOrts. -The
-----

results-of-the-HAWSCA-pilot-project-suggested -a-clear-need for further

deveiepment'and research.
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A listening assessumt .follow-up study: was conducted:to:alleviate the .-

probleins identified by the reviewers of the previous study and to explore -,

are-definitively-thezrelailonship wawa listening abillity,.erbel_ability,
and racialiethnicbies. Tito packiges of listening items, each-approximately.

35 minutes in length, were developed fellowing the suggestions of the re:
viewers. Same material* from the earlier study were rewritten and others.
were added' The final' set of laterials inclitded five informal .informative

,
.

,..'
. 1 .Iiitening-

situationsa-a newscast, a public service announcement, a leather
.

. . . .

report, a telephone call and a public address announcementand- two infor-. . .1
eel persuasive listening situattons paid political announcement and a

commercial.. Also .included were two speeches, one about pollution and

another about alien workers, both with persuasiiwelements. One interactive

situation was inclidoi, an interview batmen an employer and a teenage_Job

seeker. These materials were kept purposefully short, all withii, the range ,

of thirty seconds to three minutes. Wa used the ale -Chall and Fry read :.
.

ability formulas to measure tbedifficulto of the material and found that

the readability of the materials ranged from fifth grade to college level.

Questions. about the listening-stimuli were developed which reflector

five types of listening tasks: .

....

_,.._.

1 to be able to recall significant details;
2 to be able to comprehend the main idea;
3 to be able to draw inferences about the information .

(e.g., relationships, implicatiOns);
-4)--to- berable- to make ludcpents-concerning the -speaker

egi....inten.t._anitinies) i -and
5) to" be able to make Judgments concerning the information

.(e.g., types of evidence, logic.of arguments)
.

Recordings of the materials were made by individuals using network English.

.

. .
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The final set Sit_listeping stimuli andluestiOns.,..0e_believe,l_responded

to the criticisms of reviewers. Each of the.two packages of materiili was

filitd-wurvithfliourcassrooms of eleventh graders in four sites, repro--

smiting four *arts of the country and a variety-of-sizes and types of cjty.-
.11wirewree a total of 84 iiigiondenia for package one'and 86 for package tWO.

-In crier to 'motors the relationship along listening ability, verbal

ability and racial/ethnic bias, additional data were collected. All.stu-

dents respOnded*to a 25-item vocabulary test, a subtest of.the_Lorge-

-Thorldike Intelligence Tests(Lorge, Thorndike andiagen, 1966). This was

used to estimate the verbal ability of the students. The. respondents to

package one Included sis percent minority students and the respondents to

package two included fourteen percent minorfty-itudents. The minority

representation was lower)auutexpicted. Nevertheless, the results still

indicated some interesting relationships. .

The results of the field test showed that the two packages of materials-4

were performing similarly. The mean listening-score for the first package

wad 59.5 percent correct with a standard deviation of 4.86. The mean score.. _

, .

for the second package was 55.9 percent correct with a standard deviation

of 5.51. The students who responded to the two sets,of.tiems were similar

in verbal ability. The students who took package one had a mean vocabulary

Score of 11.77 and the students who took package two had a mean vocabulary

score of 10.66. An interesting contrast in the two groups was that the

mean vocabulary score of the minority students responding to package one

wet 12.8 and the mean. vocabulary score of the minority students responding

to package two was 6.7. Thus, the minority students responding to package

-------One- were -above-the -average-for -the i r-grou p-aed-the -mi students
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responding -to-padcage two. were 'well- below the average of their group.
...

As might.be expected" in a field test, the individual item statistics

indicated that sae item were clearly not operating well. With respect to

its difficulty, tin tt in package one and nine in package 4.13 failed to
. %4..4..

-fall within the desired range of forty percent to eighty pertent,coirect

(Stanley and Hopkins, 1972). With respect to item discrimination, sixteen

item in package one ant six in package twe failed to meet the desired Ms;
. .

total correlatiom-0,.30 (Harris., 1968). Unlike the results in the

study, the itims in these two packages did not show significantly different

responses for minority a* rompinority students. Only one item displayed

this characteristic. It seemed clear that from the item-poel it would be

possible to pick. adequate stimuli and items to use in one finalized package.

Even with idut_pieblwith . individual Atems_ci ted- above,: the items-as-_

.. .

a whole aPheated to be operating 'quite well. Thu reliability of italli in

package one was .78 and in package two was .73 (using Hoyt's measure of

internal consistency). It, therefore, seemed appropriate to proceed to look

at-the.intUrrelationships smog listening ability, verbal ability and

racial/ethnic bias. It lamed-curious that the problem of possible racial/

'ethnic bias which had been so prevalent in the first study was not evident

in the second sit of itsms. Irieed, steps had been taken to alleviate the

possible problems of bias by controlling the vocabulary level, decreasing

length, increasing interest and_using better tape recordings. 'However, the
____

-informaticm conceiving the verbal _ability of the field test groups added

important additional evidence for explaining the results..

Tables 1 and 2 provide the intey;orrelations nong listening ability;

... _verbal -ability and minority status for the respondents of packages one and

10



TABLE

/ntercorrelations Along Listening Ability,
_______ _.feillaUlittlitytnd MinoriV Status for Package One

ummessimmusionemmEm N

Listening Verbal Minoiity.

.

Ability . Ability *Status

1.0 .593* -.096

:OR

4

Listening Ability

.Vivbal Ability

MitwrityStatus .

1.0'.
Ir

TABLE 2

Intercorrelations Among Listening
Verbal Ability and Minority Status for Package Two

1.0

Listening Verbal Minority

-.-

.Abilitv, Af t . ,Status

Listfning Ability 1.0 :474*. -.232**

Verbal Ability
..

1..0,' -.255**.

Minority Status
.

c

1/0!
..

raP 4 .01
**P < .06

a

two. It is clear that the relationship between listening ability and verbal
.

ability for both sets of iteis was high, .59 correlations for package one
.

and .47 for package two. This is in line with*the results of previous stud-

ies of this relationship (Crook, 1957; Haberland,1959). The differences in

the results of the two packages.was indicated by the relationships between

the factors of listening'abilityand verbal ability, and the factor:of.-

minority status. For package one, theriwas no significant correlation be-

tween listening ability and minority itatiss, nor betWeinyerbal ability and

-9n
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minority status. For package two, the correlation between listening ability

and minority status was -.23 and between verbal ability and minoritmlatus

wes4.26 These corretntions were of similar, magnitude and 'indicate:stiiq.

nificantly different 0.4 .106 responses of. minority and

dents. The minority students wearable below the level of the nee-
-

students an both measures. /t should be "Called that the verbal

ability of the minority students who responded to petkagi omaimm.aboie.

their group average, and the verbal ability of the minority students who

-..

respended to package brown fell below theirlioup average. This collec

tivlseivdence seems to indicate that the differing performance of minority

students on the Intoning measures may be attributed to differing levels

.

of verbal ability rather than to WA is bias within the iteme.them-
-

on

The results of:the-second listening study confirms earlier studies're-

girding a positivi correlatioi between listening ability and verbal ibtlity.

It also suggestrthat differing responses of minority end nonninority stu-

dents to listening itema-in the first study may be attributed to differing ,

.
levels of verbal ability in the grqup and not to problem of racial/ethnic'

biaiin the items. In retrospect, this seems a heasobabln explanation

considering the make up of the first field test simple. In.the firit study,

the nemminority students mostly came from smatl cities with generally afflu-

ent school populations. The iwiorfty students mostly came from WOO-

citiat with generally poor school populations. HowelOir, the second study

does not fully explain whey in the original study the difference's in .

s a $

1.3
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.responses-of minority and nonminority students were so much greater with

-

,e
the listening items' than with the items which were assessing other communi-

.

cation competencies -- informative speaking, persuasive speaking, ritualieng

and sharing feelings. There is a suggestion.froe the two studies that

listening ability may be tied more directly to verbal ability then other
.0

communication competencies. This finding preseki interesting possibilities

for further study.
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